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Abstract
For the task of semantic segmentation, high-resolution (pixel-level) ground truth is very expensive to collect, especially
for high resolution images such as gigapixel pathology images. On the other hand, collecting low resolution labels (labels
for a block of pixels) for these high resolution images is much more cost efficient. Conventional methods trained on these
low-resolution labels are only capable of giving low-resolution predictions. The existing state-of-the-art label super reso-
lution (LSR) method is capable of predicting high resolution labels, using only low-resolution supervision, given the joint
distribution between low resolution and high resolution labels. Note that the set of low-resolution classes may differ from
the set of high-resolution classes (e.g., 10 low-resolution classes reflecting the probability of presence of cancer, vs. 2 high-
resolution classes of cancer or not). One major drawback of this existing method is that it does not consider the inter-instance
variance which is crucial in the ideal mathematical formulation. In this work, we propose a novel loss function modeling the
inter-instance variance. We test our method on a real world application: infiltrating breast cancer region segmentation in
histopathology slides. Experimental results show the effectiveness of our method.
1. Introduction
Given an input image X = {xi,j} with pixels xi,j , a semantic segmentation model [13, 6, 2, 15, 1, 14, 5, 8, 23] outputs a
prediction image Y = {yi,j}, where each yi,j is one of L predefined classes: yi,j ∈ {1, ..., L}.
Conventional high-resolution semantic segmentation models require large amounts of high-resolution ground truth data
(pixel-level labels) [1, 14, 5]. It is very labor intensive to collect these large scale datasets, especially for datasets of gigapixel
images such as pathology images [9, 12]. The weakly supervised semantic segmentation approaches [2, 15, 16, 21, 17] learn
to produce pixel-level segmentation results given sparse, e.g., image-level labels. It requires that the set of image-level classes
must be the same as the pixel-level classes. For example, given that the image contains a cat, the network learns to segment
the cat [15]. In many applications, however, low-resolution (e.g., block-level) information may correlate with pixel-level
labels in a more complex way [11]. For example, a patch in a tissue image may be assigned a probability of containing
cancer tissue and may contain high/low amounts of different types of cells [11, 19].
The Label Super Resolution (LSR) method [11] models this problem by utilizing the joint distribution between low-
resolution and high-resolution labels, as shown in Fig. 1. The LSR model is trained with each low resolution label z assigned
to each group of pixels (i.e., an image block) X . Let cl be the number of pixels with high-resolution class label l in an image
block, LSR tries to match the the actual count of cl in prediction with the count distribution p(cl | z) indicated by z.
For each fixed image block, the LSR loss matches the distribution of predicted cl given by the network, with the distribution
of cl designated by the low resolution label z: p(cl | z). Note that the ground truth p(cl | z) is computed across multiple
image blocks with the same low resolution label z. On the other hand, the distribution of predicted cl is computed on each
fixed image block. In other words, the existing LSR loss does not consider variance across image blocks with the same z.
To address this problem, we propose a new loss function. The proposed loss functions match the distribution of cl across a
set of image blocks with the same label z to the distribution suggested by the low resolution label p(cl | z). Mathematically,
this models the true variance of class/label counts across image blocks, not just within an image block.
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Figure 1: We focus on the problem of training a neural network for high-resolution semantic segmentation with low-resolution
ground truth. The key component is to construct a loss between two distributions: predicted label count, and suggested label
count from a low-resolution image block.
We evaluate the proposed loss function on infiltrating breast cancer region segmentation in Hematoxylin and Eosin stained
pathology images. The experiment results show that both of the loss functions outperform the LSR loss function significantly.
To summarize, our contribution are as follows:
1. A novel loss functions for label super resolution, which takes into account variance across image blocks with the same
low-resolution label.
2. A breast cancer region segmentation model. The model can produce accurate high-resolution cancer segmentation
boundary with only low resolution supervision in the training phase.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 introduces the proposed loss functions; Sec. 3 describes the detailed
implementation of our method, with experiments on the breast cancer region segmentation task; Finally, Sec. 4 concludes
this paper.
2. Label Super Resolution
The existing Label Super Resolution (LSR) approach [11] proposed an intra-instance loss function with which it learns
to super-resolve low resolution labels. The key source of information it utilizes is the conditional distribution p(cl | z): the
probability distribution of cl within an image block with low resolution label z. As an example, Tab. 1 shows p(cl | z) for
each high-resolution label l and low-resolution label z for the cancer segmentation task. In this example, z is a binary label
indicating if an image block is a cancer block or not; l is a binary label indicating if a pixel is a cancer pixel or not (i.e., if
the pixel is in a cancer cell or not). The cancer probability of an image block is provided by a patch-level cancer classifier
[12, 9]. The values in Tab. 1 were computed through manual annotation. For each label z, a domain expert examined 10
to 12 240 × 240 − pixel image blocks with label z and estimated cl for each image block. In total, the domain expert
examined 100 to 120 image blocks, instead of painstakingly delineating the precise boundaries of small and large cancer and
non-cancer regions in whole slide tissue images. The cost of annotation in LSR is very low compared with conventional
per-pixel labeling.
Image block with Count% of
low resolution class z: high resolution class l:
probability% as cancer block cancer Non-cancer
0-20 0.0± 0.1 100.0± 0.1
20-30 1.0± 0.4 99.0± 0.4
30-40 2.0± 0.4 98.0± 0.4
40-50 5.0± 0.8 95.0± 0.8
50-60 6.0± 1.0 94.0± 1.0
60-70 8.0± 1.0 92.0± 1.0
70-80 10.0± 1.0 90.0± 1.0
80-90 10.0± 1.0 90.0± 1.0
90-95 20.0± 2.0 80.0± 2.0
95-100 70.0± 5.0 30.0± 5.0
Table 1: The distribution of the count (in percentage) of high resolution labels l in image blocks with low resolution labels
z. For example, in an image block with 90% to 100% probability of being cancer block, there are 70% (expectation) ±5%
(standard deviation) cancer pixels. In this case, the cancer block probability is given by a low resolution cancer classifier.
All super resolution methods in this paper use the conditional distribution p(cl | z). We first describe this baseline method
[11] as an intra-instance loss. We then formulate two new loss functions. An overview of these three loss functions is shown
in Fig. 2
2.1. Baseline: intra-instance loss
We introduce the intra-instance loss [11] starting with label counting. The classification/segmentation network produces,
for each pixel in the image, a probability that a given pixel is in class l. This is expressed as pnet(yi,j = l | Xk, z), where Xk
is k-th input image block with low resolution label z; and yi,j is the class of a pixel with coordinates i, j. The LSR approach
models the network’s output on a pixel as a Bernoulli distribution. If we sampled the model’s prediction at each pixel i, j,
the value of cl would be
cl =
1
|Xk|
∑
(i,j)∈Xk
1(yi,j = l), (1)
where 1(·) is the indicator function. Given a set of pixels in Xk, whose class label is z, the value of cl is approximated by a
Gaussian distribution:
pnet(cl = c | Xk, z) = N(c;µl,z,k, σ2l,z,k), (2)
where
µl,z,k =
1
|Xk|
∑
i,j
p(yi,j = l | Xk, z),
σ2l,z,k =
1
|Xk|
∑
i,j
(
p(yi,j = l | Xk, z)×
(
1− p(yi,j = l | Xk, z)
))
.
(3)
As shown in Tab. 1, the ground truth is also modeled as a Gaussian distribution, only depending on the low resolution class
z:
p(cl = c | z) = N(c; ηl,z, ρ2l,z). (4)
Statistics matching: The LSR method minimizes the distance between pnet(cl = c | Xk, z) and p(cl = c | z) for each
input Xk with label z. The distance between two Gaussian distributions is formulated as follows:
D(pnet, p) = −log pnet(Cl | Iz) = 1
2
σ2l,z,k(ηl,z − µl,z,k)2
(ρ2l,z + σ
2
l,z,k)
2
+
1
2
log2piσ2l,z,k (5)
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Figure 2: (a). The intra-instance loss baseline [11] described in Sec. 2.1. This method models the label counts as a random
variable, and derives the distribution of it given a fixed input image blockXk. (b). Our proposed inter-instance loss described
in Sec. 2.2. This method computes the distribution of label counts across input blocks, considering the label counts given by
the network as a constant given a fixed input block. (c). Our proposed intra + inter-instance loss described in Sec. 2.3. This
method computes the distribution of label counts across input blocks, considering the label counts given by the network as a
random variable given a fixed input image block.
Drawback of Intra-instance Loss: Given an instance (an image block) with a low-resolution label, the distribution of
predicted class counts is computed by fixing the input instance. In other words, pnet(cl = c | Xk, z) is computed instead of
pnet(cl = c | z). By minimizing the dissimilarity between pnet(cl = c | Xk, z) and p(cl = c | z), a classification/segmentation
network trained with the absolute optimal training error produces the same distribution of class counts pnet(cl = c | Xk, z) =
p(cl = c | z) regardless of the fact that Xk is varied.
2.2. Inter-instance loss
Because the distribution of real class counts is computed across different instances (image blocks) with the same label z,
we argue that one should also model the distribution of predicted class counts across instances.
We formulate our proposed inter-instance loss as follows. First, we develop a new intra-instance loss. For each input
instance Xk with low resolution label z, the predicted value of cl is defined as the average predicted probability for high
resolution class l. In this case, pnet(cl = c | Xk, z) is discrete:
pnet(cl = c | Xk, z) =
{
1 if c = µl,z,k,
0 otherwise.
(6)
In other words, we model the predicted count cl as a constant: µl,z,k.
Using this simplified formulation, we model the predicted count cl across different instances Xk as an approximate
Gaussian distribution:
pnet(cl = c | z) = N(c;µl,z, σ2l,z), (7)
where µl,z and σl,z are computed empirically:
µl,z =
1
N
∑
k
µl,z,k,
σ2l,z =
1
N
∑
k
(µl,z,k − µl,z)2.
(8)
In practice, it may not be possible to compute the exact µl,z and σ2l,z when the number of image blocks N is large and
computational resources are limited. We address this problem by estimating µl,z and σ2l,z on a batch of sample instances.
This strategy is well in line with stochastic neural network training strategies.
The inter-instance loss is computed as follows:
D(pnet, p) = −log pnet(Cl | Iz) = 1
2
σ2l,z(ηl,z − µl,z)2
(ρ2l,z + σ
2
l,z)
2
+
1
2
log2piσ2l,z (9)
Our method matches pnet(cl = c | z) to p(cl = c | z) by assuming that the predicted value of cl is a constant given an
input block Xk.
Drawback of Inter-instance Loss: The inter-instance loss does not consider intra-image variation: the confidence of model
prediction. Less confident predictions yield larger intra-image variations.
2.3. Intra + inter-instance loss
Following the intra-instance loss formulation in Sec. 2.1, the predicted label counts vary when prediction for each pixel is
viewed as a Bernoulli random variable.
Our intra+inter-instance loss is based on label count sampling. We have developed the following sampling strategy. Given
low resolution label z, we first sample Xk. We then use the segmentation network to compute p(yi,j = l | Xk, z). Finally we
sample a class count cl according to p(yi,j = l | Xk, z) for all (i, j) ∈ Xk. This across-block label count is approximated by
the following Gaussian distribution:
pnet(cl = c | z) = N(c;µl,z, σ2l,z). (10)
Here, cl,z,k is the label count, cl, given Xk with low resolution label z. We compute µl,z and σ2l,z empirically:
µl,z =Ek[µl,z,k]
=
1
N
N∑
k=1
 1
|Xk|
∑
(i,j∈Xk)
p(yi,j = l | Xk)
 ,
σ2l,z =Ek
[
(cl,z,k − µl,z)2
]
=Ek
[
c2l,z,k
]
+ µ2l,z − 2µl,zEk[cl,z,k]
=
1
N
N∑
k=1
(
σ2l,z,k + µ
2
l,z,k
)− µ2l,z
=
1
N
N∑
k=1
σ2l,z,k +
1
N
N∑
k=1
(µ2l,z,k − µ2l,z).
(11)
We estimate µl,z and σ2l,z using a batch of image blocks. We use Eq. 9 as the statistics matching loss.
3. Experiments on breast cancer region segmentation
Automatic cancer segmentation in pathology images has significant applications such as computer aided diagnosis and
scientific studies [4]. Manually annotating pixel-accurate cancer regions is time consuming, cost ineffective, and ambiguous.
On the other hand, low resolution labels are relatively easy to collect and publicly available. Existing methods utilize low
Input patch Low resolution labelIntra-instance LSR Intra+inter-instance LSRTumor boundary
Figure 3: Examples of breast cancer segmentation results. The baseline intra-instance loss LSR [11] generates prediction
results with pepper noise, due to the lack of inter-instance variance modeling: it forces the network to predict a certain label
count given a fixed low resolution label, regardless of its input image block (patch). On the other hand, our Intra+inter-
instance yields smoother and more accurate segmentation results. The green area in the cancer boundary image indicates the
mask in which we compute the masked IoU and DICE.
resolution labels to automatically produce low resolution segmentation results [19]. However, high resolution segmentation
results have unique advantages such as showing accurate cancer boundaries which are important for the analysis of invasive
carcinoma and infiltrating patterns of cancer [10, 22]. Our proposed method is able to produce high resolution segmentation
results using the low-resolution annotations.
3.1. Dataset
We applied the proposed method to the task of cancer segmentation in breast carcinoma. Our low resolution labels are
automatically generated from a cancer/non-cancer region classifier. The cancer/non-cancer region classifier labels a patch
of 4000 × 4000 pixels at a time, giving it a probability value of being cancer. The probability value is then quantified into
10 bins as 10 low resolution classes. Using this classifier, we labeled 1,092 breast carcinoma (BRCA) slides in The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) repository [20], patch by patch. From 1,000 slides, we randomly extracted 26,767 patches with their
low-resolution labels as training data. The patches from the rest 92 slides were for the validation and testing purposes. For
training, the 4000×4000-pixel patches were downsampled to 240×240 pixels at 2.4X (4.2 microns per pixel). The classifier
has a DICE score of 0.726 on the HASHI cancer segmentation dataset [3], which has 196 TCGA slides.
The joint distribution between the low resolution labels and the count of high resolution labels is in Tab. 1.
3.2. Evaluation method
For evaluating our high resolution cancer segmentation results, we collected 49 patches of 1200 × 1200 pixels at 2.5X
magnification and carefully annotated cancer regions in detail. 42 of them are used as test set and 7 of them are used as
validation set. We use the Intersection over Union (IoU) and DICE coefficient scores as the evaluation metrics.
Since the only difference between low and high resolution cancer maps is reflected near cancer/non-cancer boundaries,
we compute IoU and DICE scores only in areas within a distance of 240 pixels (1000 microns, width of an input patch) away
from the ground truth cancer/non-cancer boundaries. We call those metrics as masked IoU and masked DICE. These two
scores show performance difference only in regions that matter.
3.3. Implementation details
We use a U-net-like architecture [18] with label super resolution losses. We do not use any high resolution data during
training: only label super resolution methods are used. We use the RMSprop optimizer [7] with β = 0.9 to train all networks.
In the intra-instance setting, we use a batch size of 30 and a learning rate of 0.00001. For the intra+inter-instance loss, the
loss is computed using a group of 15 instances and each batch has 2 groups; and the learning rate is 0.001.
3.4. Experimental results
We compare our methods to the original low resolution results given by the cancer/non-cancer region classification method.
We call this the low resolution model. The quantitative results are shown in Tab. 2. The proposed intra+inter-instance loss
super resolves low resolution cancer region boundaries given by the low resolution model. This means that our method can
Masked IoU Masked DICE
Low resolution model 0.5722 0.7278
Intra-instance 0.5810 0.7350
Intra+inter-instance 0.5953 0.7463
Table 2: Quantitative results for cancer segmentation in pathology slides. The masked IoU/DICE is computed only in
areas around cancer/non-cancer boundaries. It evaluates label super resolution methods in areas that matter, since prediction
results totally inside/outside cancer regions do not need to be super resolved. In this sense, the proposed intra+inter-instance
loss yields better results compared to the original low resolution cancer results. The network with intra+inter-instance loss
outperforms the network with intra-instance loss consistently.
generate finer cancer segmentation results with very limited amount of annotation labor overhead. More importantly, the
network with the intra+inter-instance loss outperforms the network with the intra-instance loss.
Some qualitative results are in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we can see that, the baseline intra-instance loss
LSR [11] generates prediction results with pepper noise, due to the lack of inter-instance variance modeling: it forces the
network to predict a certain label count given a fixed low resolution label, regardless of its input image block (patch). On the
other hand, our Intra+inter-instance yields smoother and more accurate segmentation results.
4. Conclusions
The high cost of high resolution annotations to train pixel-level classification and segmentation is a major roadblock to the
effective application of deep learning in digital pathology and other domains that generate and analyze very high-resolution
images. A label super resolution approach can address this problem by using low resolution annotations, but the current
implementations do not take into account variations across image patches. The novel loss functions proposed in this work
aim to alleviate this limitation. Our empirical results show that the across instance loss better captures and models the variance
of high resolution labels within image blocks of the same low resolution label. As a result, they are capable of outperforming
the existing baselines significantly. In the future, we plan to generalize this approach to detection networks, in addition to
segmentation.
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